
Trowell Parish Council 
 

New website users’ guide. 
 

Adding new “Latest News” posts 
1. Log in to the site as normal using the tpc account. 

2. You will notice that the site now knows you as Clerk, not Alison.  This is because it uses this 

name to identify who posted news items.  Don raised a concern about using names here.  I log in 

with a different account and my posts will show up as Admin. 

3. As before, click on Posts>Add New.  This will bring up the new post screen. 

4. Enter a title where it says “Add Title”. 

 

5. At the centre right of the screen there is a Categories box (see above).  Choose the appropriate 

category for the post.  You can add additional categories here if you need to.  The default 

category is Parish News, but please change it to whatever is appropriate and avoid using 

Uncategorized!  If it is, for example, from BBC, use Borough News.  If it is a road bulletin use 

Roads & Travel. 



 

6. Click on the Edit with Elementor button to go to the new editing screen.  It is important that you 

always use Elementor for editing the new website as that helps to maintain our compliance with 

the Accessibility standard (WCAG 2.1).  I will include a separate section on using Elementor.  For 

now, I will stick to just the bits you need for adding a new post. 

7. The Elementor screen is in two halves.  On the right is the area where you lay out the format of 

the page. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



On the left is the working area.  The two symbols on the top of this section switch between the 

“Elements” view (shown) and the “Menu” view. 

 

 

8. I will cover use of this area more later, but for now drag and drop the Text Editor widget into 

the box labelled “Drag widget here” on the layout area.  A text area is created on the page, the 

text editor appears in the left side of the screen, and a new “Drag widget here” box appears 

below the text area on the right hand screen.  The text box is populated with the usual type-

setting gobbledygook (“Lorem ipsum…..”). 

9. Use the text editor to create the new post.  It is like a mini word processor with basic formatting 

options.  It is possible to copy and paste text into this box, but beware that the formatting may 

not display well on the web page, particularly if complex formatting was used in the original 

document.  It is important to aim for a consistent look and feel across the website, so my 

preference is to use a mix of copy and paste, and re-writing and re-formatting to keep the web 



page looking good.  The layout /visualisation area on the right updates with what you have put 

into the text editor, so you can see what the formatting will look like on the web. 

 

 

10. When you are happy with the content click the green Publish button at the bottom of the left 

pane.  The post is now live.   

11. To get back to the start, click the “Menu” icon at the top of the left pane (see picture on 

previous page).  Then choose “Exit to Dashboard”.  This will take you to the familiar Wordpress 

screen. 

 

Adding minutes, agendas etc. 
1. DO NOT upload Word, Excel etc files to the website.  If you do, anyone clicking the link has to 

download the file, and have a suitable viewer installed on their machine.  This is not good 

practice. 

2. Convert any documents to pdf format before uploading them to the website.  Office 365 

applications have “Save as… PDF” functionality built in. 

3. Log in to the website as normal using the tpc account. 

4. In Wordpress choose Media and Add New.  Either drag and drop files into the area or use the 

“Select Files” button to browse for the files. 


